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Report of the Committee on Disarmament

The General Assembl~,

Recalling the Final Document of the Tenth Special Session of the General
Assembly devoted to disarmament, which, in paragraph 75, states that the complete
and effective prohibition of the development, production and stockpiling of all
chemical weapons and their destruction represent one of the most urgent measures of
disarmament,

Convinced of the need for the earliest conclusion of a convention on the
prohibition of the development, production and stockpiling of all chemical weapons
and on their destruction, which would contribute to general and complete
disarmament under effective international control,

Taking into consideration the work done in this area in the Committee on
Disarmament as well as in the bilateral negotiations between the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics and the United States of America, which regrettably had been
suspended and did not take place in 1981,

Deeming it desirable for States to refrain from taking any action that could
delay or further complicate such negotiations,
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Expressing profouno concern over the production of new types of chemical
weapons and other actions, which would intensify the chemical arms race and
compromise international efforts on the prohibition of the aevelopment, proauction
and stockpiling of all chemical weapons ana on their aestruction,

1. Reaftirms the necessity of the earliest elaboration and conclusion of a
convention on the prohibition of the development, production and stockpiling of all
chemical weapons and on tneir destruction,

2. ~peals to all States to facilitate in every possible way the conclusion
of such a convention,

3. Urges the Committee on Disarmament to continue, as from the beginning of
its session to be held in 1982, negotiations on such a multilateral convention as a
matter of high priority, taking into account all existing proposals ana future
initiatives, and in particular to re-establish its Ad Hoc WOrking Group on chemical
weapons with an ap~ropridteli revised mandate enabling the Committee to achieve
agreement on a chemical weapons convention at the earliest aate;

4. Calls upon the Union of SoViet Socialist R~publics and the United States
of America to resume at the earliest possible aate bilateral negotiations on the
prohibition of the development, proauction and stockpiling of all chemical weapons
and on their destruction and to submit their joint initiative to the Committee on
DisarmamentJ

5. Also calls upon all States to refrain from any action which could impede
negotiations on the prohibition of chemical weapons, and specifically to refrain
from production and deployment of binary and other new types of chemical weapons as
well as from stationing ctemical weapons in those States where there ace no such
weapons at present.
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